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Text is everywhere. Web pages, databases, the contents of files--for almost any programming task

you perform, you need to process text. Cut even the most complex text-based tasks down to size

and learn how to master regular expressions, scrape information from Web pages, develop reusable

utilities to process text in pipelines, and more.Most information in the world is in text format, and

programmers often find themselves needing to make sense of the data hiding within. It might be to

convert it from one format to another, or to find out information about the text as a whole, or to

extract information fromit. But how do you do this efficiently, avoiding labor-intensive, manual

work?Text Processing with Ruby takes a practical approach. You'll learn how to get text into your

Ruby programs from the file system and from user input. You'll process delimited files such as

CSVs, and write utilities that interact with other programs in text-processing pipelines. Decipher

character encoding mysteries, and avoid the pain of jumbled characters and malformed

output.You'll learn to use regular expressions to match, extract, and replace patterns in text. You'll

write a parser and learn how to process Web pages to pull out information from even the messiest

of HTML.Before long you'll be able to tackle even the most enormous and entangled text with ease,

scything through gigabytes of data and effortlessly extracting the bits that matter.What You

Need:This book requires a passing familiarity with the Ruby programming language, and assumes

that you already have Ruby installed on your computer.
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Top Five Text Processing Tips by Rob Miller, author of Text Processing with Ruby   Clean up your

data first   Data in the real world is messy. It almost always pays off to take some time to normalize

different sources of data and to get them into the same format before you begin whatever actual

processing you need to do. YouÃ¢Â€Â™ll have less exceptions and special cases in your code, and

itÃ¢Â€Â™ll be a lot more resilient.   Master regular expressions   There are definitely some text

processing problems that canÃ¢Â€Â™t be solved with regular expressions, but not that many. While

theyÃ¢Â€Â™re not always the best or more readable option, knowing regular expressions well will

get you out of many tight spots, and even more often than that will be the first step towards a more

robust solution.   Break your problem into discrete steps   Almost all text processing tasks, no matter

how complicated they seem on the face of it, are really a series of small transformations. Figuring

out how to frame your problem in this way will make it easy to take a pipeline approach, where your

text flows through a series of small, discrete steps, each of which transform the data in a particular

way and then passes it on. Such programs are both easier to reason about and easier to modify

and extend.

View larger      Figure out a strategy for missing data   Data in the real world, as well as being

messy, also frequently has gaps. Decide early on how youÃ¢Â€Â™re going to cope with that Ã¢Â€Â”

how youÃ¢Â€Â™ll represent the absence of particular fields or properties Ã¢Â€Â” and youÃ¢Â€Â™ll

avoid messiness later on.   Make the most of existing tools   There are hundreds of command-line

tools that exist solely to process textual data. Each of them is capable of performing a particular

transformation, which means you donÃ¢Â€Â™t need to reinvent the wheel. If you use existing tools

for the parts of your problem that have already been solved, all that remains is to solve the unique

problem that you have.
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